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Quantitative electron phase 
imaging with high sensitivity and 
an unlimited field of view
A. M. Maiden1, M. C. Sarahan3, M. D. Stagg2,3, S. M. Schramm2 & M. J. Humphry2
As it passes through a sample, an electron beam scatters, producing an exit wavefront rich in 
information. A range of material properties, from electric and magnetic field strengths to specimen 
thickness, strain maps and mean inner potentials, can be extrapolated from its phase and mapped at 
the nanoscale. Unfortunately, the phase signal is not straightforward to obtain. It is most commonly 
measured using off-axis electron holography, but this is experimentally challenging, places 
constraints on the sample and has a limited field of view. Here we report an alternative method 
that avoids these limitations and is easily implemented on an unmodified transmission electron 
microscope (TEM) operating in the familiar selected area diffraction mode. We use ptychography, 
an imaging technique popular amongst the X-ray microscopy community; recent advances in 
reconstruction algorithms now reveal its potential as a tool for highly sensitive, quantitative electron 
phase imaging.
Ptychography was originally suggested as a point-scanning solution to the phase problem1–3, but over 
the past decade has been reimagined as a form of Coherent Diffractive Imaging (CDI)4. Ptychographic 
CDI involves translating a specimen to a series of positions relative to a localised ‘probe’ of illumination 
and recording a diffraction pattern at each position5. Given partial overlap of the areas of the specimen 
illuminated by the probe and an appropriate model of the formation of the diffraction pattern, iterative 
algorithms can solve the inverse problem of determining the complex-valued sample transmission func-
tion that produced the recorded data6–10. Electron ptychographic CDI has been implemented at atomic 
resolution11,12, but most applications lie at longer lengthscales13 and require a phase sensitivity and accu-
racy that ptychography has yet to demonstrate. An early iteration at nanometre resolution gave only a 
0.3 rad accuracy14, due to experimental constraints and the limited computational tools available at the 
time15; using new algorithms and a new experimental procedure, the results we present here significantly 
improve on these images.
Ptychographic CDI is remarkably adaptable. Three-dimensional imaging16, reconstruction from noisy 
data17 and a relaxation of sampling constraints18 are all possible, partial coherence of several flavours can 
now be accommodated19–22, and errors in the specimen position grid of up to 45% of the probe diame-
ter23–25 can be corrected. The new computational tools that facilitate this flexibility are key components 
of our implementation here: accurate positioning at the nanoscale and below is difficult and expensive, 
but positioning errors in the tens of nanometres range were corrected as part of our image reconstruction 
process; the TEM’s lens instabilities, finite source size and finite bandwidth reduce coherence, as does 
inelastic scattering within the specimen, yet we were able to computationally compensate for these effects 
and did not need to use energy filtering in our experiments.
Because we operate in the selected area diffraction mode familiar to most TEM users, we refer to our 
technique as selected area ptychography, or SAP.
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Results
Figure  1a illustrates the experimental setup for SAP. A specimen is illuminated by an approximately 
parallel electron beam. An objective lens collects and focuses scattered electrons to form an image in the 
plane of the selected area aperture (SAA). The aperture masks the image, allowing through only electrons 
originating from the small region of the specimen indicated, and thus acts as a ‘virtual’ ptychographic 
probe in this geometry. The intermediate lenses of the microscope are adjusted so that the detector 
images a plane 580 mm beneath the SAA, resulting in the disc-like diffraction patterns exemplified by 
Fig.  1b. These patterns are essentially defocussed selected area images and the data we collect is simi-
lar to that used for X-ray near-field ptychography26 and for inline holography27. Capturing data in the 
near-field is easier than is the case for far-field diffraction patterns, which have a high dynamic range 
and an intense central peak that often requires a beamstop.
The brightfield TEM image in Fig. 1c shows our test specimen, a gold-shadowed carbon diffraction 
grating replica populated by polystyrene spheres 260 nm in diameter. It was chosen to provide phase 
images with a range of spatial frequencies and to allow quantification of accuracy and sensitivity, as 
we will see later. The specimen was translated in a raster fashion to sequentially centre the locations 
indicated by the dots in Fig. 1c under the SAA—the circled position corresponds to the diffraction pat-
tern in Fig. 1b and the discs bottom left show the first three areas isolated by the SAA. One diffraction 
pattern per specimen position was recorded and together these formed the input to the reconstruction 
algorithm.
Over the course of data collection a slow drift of the optic axis across the CCD camera was observed—
this can be seen clearly in Supplementary Video 1. The same effect was noted previously by Hue et al.14, 
who compensated for it prior to image reconstruction via cross-correlation with a reference pattern; 
we have refined this approach, correcting the drift during image reconstruction as described in the 
Supplementary Information. This was effective for the chosen test specimen, but slow phase gradients in 
some samples will cause a real translation of the diffraction pattern that our algorithm may mistakenly 
remove. Consequently we are investigating changes in the microscope setup and speedups to our data 
collection process that will eliminate optic axis drift, which we think is caused by slow variations in the 
intermediate lens currents.
Image reconstructions were carried out using the modified version of the ‘ePIE’ algorithm8 detailed in 
the Supplementary Information (without the improvements detailed there we were not able to produce 
a sensible result). Amplitude and unwrapped phase images from a first data set are shown in Fig. 2a,b 
respectively. Note the improved contrast in the modulus image in comparison to Fig. 1c (modulus rather 
than intensity is displayed in both cases); this is partly a consequence of the removal of inelastic scatter 
from the diffraction data, which contributes a contrast-reducing background to the brightfield image. 
Figure 2c shows the image of the SAA, which is also recovered as part of the reconstruction process. The 
Figure 1. Description of the experiments. The microscope was operated in selected area diffraction mode, 
illustrated by the ray diagram in (a), with a large defocus introduced so that the detector imaged a plane 
580 mm beneath the selected area aperture. This resulted in diffraction patterns similar to the example shown 
in (b), where the square-root of the recorded intensity is displayed to provide contrast. Diffraction patterns 
were recorded over the grid of 20 rows and 20 columns indicated by the dots over the brightfield survey 
image in (c) (square-root of intensity is shown). The first three regions masked by the selected area aperture 
are highlighted, and the position that resulted in the recorded data shown in (b) is circled. Scale bar 100 nm.
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colour-wheel representation highlights phase variations across the SAA—these are not a property of the 
aperture itself but instead correspond to deviations from a perfect plane wave of the incident electron 
beam. A 10–90% intensity criterion applied to a line plot across the edge of the SAA reconstruction pro-
duced a resolution estimate of 100 nm, and dividing this figure by the objective lens magnification gave 
an estimated resolution of 2.1 nm in the specimen images. The shape of the SAA reconstruction agrees 
well with the brightfield image of the aperture shown in Fig. 2d.
Accurate reconstructions of the specimen and the SAA, when fed into an appropriate forward model, 
should produce diffraction patterns in close agreement with the measured data. The model in our case 
is illustrated by Fig.  3a and comprised the following steps. The interaction of the SAA with the speci-
men image formed by the objective lens was modelled by a multiplication. Propagation of the resulting 
wavefront to the plane of the CCD used a Fresnel propagator and produced fully coherent diffraction 
patterns, as exemplified in the top right of Fig.  3a. (Note that the model used in previous versions of 
electron ptychography stops at this point.) The reduced fringe contrast caused by partial spatial coher-
ence in the illumination was next incorporated by convolving the coherent diffraction pattern with a 
Gaussian kernel whose width was iteratively refined during the reconstruction28 (bottom right of Fig. 3a). 
Finally, a background function was added, constant in form at each specimen position but of varying 
weight, to account for an incoherent inelastic background present in the electron wavefront at the plane 
of the SAA (bottom left of Fig. 3a). This function and the variable weightings were determined by the 
reconstruction algorithm. The resulting model diffraction pattern shows excellent agreement with the 
corresponding recorded data (top left of Fig. 3a), and Supplementary Video 2 shows that this is the case 
at every specimen position.
The polystyrene balls populating our test specimen allowed further assessment of phase image accu-
racy. We extracted radial averages of the unwrapped phase for each of the eight balls in Figure 2b and 
found best fits to a perfect sphere—Fig. 3b shows the resulting matches. The constant of proportionality 
derived from the fitting relates directly to the mean inner potential of polystyrene, with radial averages 
from this and a second set of data (see Fig.  4) giving a value of 7.9 V (standard deviation: 0.64 V), in 
excellent agreement with the literature29. Applying the same fitting process to the log of the modulus 
image gave the matches shown in Fig. 3c. The fit parameters here were used to calculate an inelastic mean 
free path for the polystyrene of 125 nm (standard deviation: 21 nm), again agreeing with the literature30 
and indicating that the inelastic background has been suppressed in the ptychoraphic reconstruction. 
The accuracy of these figures is primarily determined by the effect of the underlying support film on the 
radial profiles of the polystyrene spheres, but is subject as well to errors in the manually-chosen sphere 
centre points and radii, and to noise in the images. Further details of the fitting process can be found in 
the Supplementary Information.
To demonstrate the sensitivity of our method to small variations in phase, we repeated our exper-
iment on a different area of the same test specimen, producing the wrapped phase image shown in 
Fig. 4a. Figure 4b shows a contour map of the region highlighted by the square in Fig. 4a—contours are 
spaced 2π /100 rad apart, but resolve the fine structure of phase variations caused by the gold-shadowing 
of the carbon replica. Figure 4c provides further evidence of this sensitivity—it shows a cutout from a 
Diffraction Interference Contrast (DIC) image simulated from the ptychographic reconstruction, which 
highlights the topology of the grating replica recovered beneath the polystyrene spheres as well as the 
Figure 2. An initial reconstructions. (a) Modulus and (b) unwrapped phase images of 260 nm diameter 
polystyrene spheres on a gold-shadowed carbon diffraction grating replica. Scale bars 100 nm. (c) A colour 
wheel plot of the reconstructed selected area aperture: here colour encodes phase variations and brightness 
amplitude variations. The reconstructed aperture shape is in excellent agreement with (d), a brightfield image of 
the aperture. Scale bar 5 μ m. Note: (c) has been rotated and cropped to match the scale and orientation of (d).
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textured surface of the spheres themselves. Figure 4d shows a similar cutout from a simulated off-axis 
hologram: it would be impossible to record this hologram in practice, as there is no vacuum region near 
the sample from which the reference wave could be derived.
A final representation of our results is given in Supplementary Video 3, which shows how measure-
ment of the electron wavefront makes computational refocussing possible. Notice in the video the slight 
lensing effect of the polystyrene spheres on the carbon substrate imaged through them.
Discussion
Quantitative imaging of phase in the TEM is predominantly carried out by off-axis holography13,31, which 
has realised great success in experienced hands. Holography in an off-axis geometry has the advantage 
Figure 3. Analysis of the accuracy of the results. (a) Using the final reconstructed images of the specimen 
and the selected area aperture, the forward model of diffraction pattern formation produces excellent 
agreement with the recorded data. The model consists of three stages, described clockwise from top right: 
a fully coherent diffraction pattern is simulated; partial spatial coherence is introduced via a convolution; 
a diffuse incoherent background is added. The polystyrene spheres of the test specimen provide a further 
means to assess the accuracy of the reconstructions. Each coloured trace in (b) plots a radial average over 
the unwrapped phase image of one of the spheres. The plots closely follow the expected spherical profile 
(indicated by grey shading) and can be used to measure the mean inner potential of the polystyrene. In (c) 
the log of the modulus image was used to compute a second set of radial averages (shown again by coloured 
traces), which also have the expected spherical profile; this data can be used to calculate the inelastic mean 
free path of the polystyrene.
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of being a one-shot method, requiring only a single careful exposure, and the algorithms used to extract 
the phase image are quick and simple. However, it is not readily accessible to most TEM users: the 
instrument must be equipped with an electrostatic biprism, careful preparation of the sample is required 
so that it lies adjacent to a region of vacuum, the need to record fine interference fringes limit the 
obtainable field of view and artefacts result if the biprism is not carefully aligned32. Inline holography 
using through-focus series33 reduces the experimental complexity, but research is ongoing to obtain good 
phase accuracy over a large range of spatial frequencies27,34; recent work has suggested a hybrid approach 
that combines the good high spatial frequency performance of inline holography with the accurate low 
frequency phase imaging of off-axis holography35.
Like through-focus inline holography, SAP uses multiple measurements to condition the phase 
retrieval problem, but in SAP lateral image shifts between each measurement replace longitudinal shifts 
(variations in defocus). (A recent innovation from the X-ray community combined both kinds of shift36.) 
Inline holography uses a relatively small number of exposures and doesn’t require mechanical movement 
of the specimen, so it is still relatively quick and is efficient with dose. However, implementing lateral 
image shifts by translating the specimen, as in SAP, extends the field of view, in principle indefinitely, 
retains a constant microscope transfer function for every measurement, and has the key advantage of 
allowing automated, accurate removal of the illumination profile from the reconstructed image, provid-
ing freedom to richly structure the ptychographic probe. By so doing, a given feature of a specimen is 
illuminated by a different composition of spatial frequencies at each specimen position, meaning infor-
mation about that feature is expressed in different parts of the frequency spectrum of the respective 
diffraction patterns. This maximises diversity in the recorded data. Although the illumination in the work 
reported here is approximately flat, the hard edge of the SAA does go some way towards introducing a 
range of spatial frequencies into the ‘virtual’ probe: many variations on our experimental geometry can 
be envisaged to draw further value from this concept, for example replacing or supplementing the SAA 
with a diffuser, as has been shown in X-ray near-field ptychography26, or deliberately aberrating the 
electron beam.
The algorithmic advances we have reported are equally applicable to alternative versions of electron 
ptychographic CDI, but our SAP experimental implementation has a number of advantages. The probe 
Figure 4. Results from a second experiment, displayed in a range of formats. (a) The wrapped phase 
image. (b) A contour plot from the area indicated by the square in (a); contours have a spacing of 2π /100 
radians. (c) A cutout from a differential interference contrast (DIC) image simulated from the data in (a), 
highlighting the accurate reconstruction of the diffraction replica beneath the polystyrene spheres and the 
texture of the spheres themselves. (d) A cutout from an off-axis hologram simulation, again using the data 
from (a). Recording this hologram in practice would not be possible as there is no adjacent vacuum region 
from which to derive a suitable reference wave. Scale bars 100 nm.
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does not vary over the course of a SAP experiment (a requirement for accurate reconstructions) because 
no lens or coil settings are changed during data collection; this contrasts with beam-scanning geometries 
where ensuring a constant probe profile is difficult15. Convergent beam electron ptychography relies on 
a multiplicative model of the interaction of the probe and specimen, the accuracy of which suffers as 
specimen thickness increases or the required resolution reduces7; in SAP the interaction of the SAA 
with the electron beam can always be modelled reliably by a multiplication. Finally, parallel illumination 
provides an optimum level of beam coherence37 and collection of data for SAP is straightforward and 
uses a familiar microscope geometry. On the other hand, our method currently takes an average of seven 
seconds per diffraction pattern recording, making it markedly slower than scanned-probe ptychography, 
which can also realise higher resolutions. A revived interest in the original point-scanning form of ptych-
ography highlights these benefits and is generating promising results3.
That many sources of error in our experiments have been corrected computationally is testament 
to the general robustness of the ptychographic approach to CDI. This does not imply, however, that 
improvements to the experiment itself should not be sought. An accurate (piezo) translation stage would 
reduce the burden on the computational correction of positioning errors and speed up acquisition time. 
Using different intermediate lens settings to adjust the focal plane of the detector may eliminate optic 
axis drift. Higher resolutions could be realised by stitching together multiple different exposures of each 
diffraction pattern to increase dynamic range, or by optimising the magnification of the intermediate 
lenses. Incorporating energy filtering on a suitably equipped microscope would be straightforward and 
perhaps essential for thicker and more strongly scattering samples. (It would be fascinating, though, to 
try adapting our computational filtering to model these situations.)
Accurate, sensitive imaging of the electron phase signal has important applications in the study of 
the magnetic properties of materials38 and in semiconductor characterisation39,40. Our Future work aims 
to optimise our experiments, to critically compare performance to that of the two principle kinds of 
holography, and to apply SAP to the measurement of variations in potential across doped semiconductor 
junctions.
Methods
Experiments were carried out on an FEI TF20 200 KeV FEG TEM, with the acquisition program imple-
mented within Gatan Inc.’s Digital Micrograph software suite. A region of interest was first selected from 
a brightfield survey image. A 10 μ m SAA selected a circular area on the specimen 208 nm in diameter, 
and the microscope’s stepper motor positioning stage was used to translate the specimen in a raster fash-
ion, using a grid of 400 positions (20 rows by 20 columns) with a programmed step size of 62 nm. The 
stage was over-scanned before the beginning of each row to minimise the effect of backlash. Initial char-
acterisation of the stage movement over the grid was carried out by collecting brightfield images at each 
position and cross-correlating to measure their offsets. Using this procedure we determined that after 
the first few rows, the grid was reasonably accurate upon applying scale factors of 0.68 in the x-direction 
and 0.88 in the y-direction. We therefore discarded the first few rows of data and corrected any remain-
ing inaccuracies algorithmically, using the method of Maiden et al.24 (see Supplementary Information).
Diffraction patterns were recorded at a calibrated camera length of 2.95 m (2 m nominal) using spot 
size 9 and a convergence semi-angle of ~5 mrad. To reduce the dynamic range of the recorded data, the 
diffraction focus control was used to adjust the image plane of the detector, resulting in recorded diffrac-
tion patterns similar to Fig. 2b. The offset of the focal plane from the SAA plane was measured using a 
geometric argument, leading to equation 1:
δ = , ( )z
D
d
MC 1l
where M is the objective lens magnification (48 in our case), D is the measured diameter of the SAA, 
d is the measured diameter of the bright disc in the diffraction patterns and Cl is the calibrated camera 
length. For the results presented here the offset was measured as δz = 580 mm, and this figure was used in 
our forward model of the propagation of the electron wavefront from the image plane to the diffraction 
plane. The magnification of the intermediate lenses was calculated as:
= . ( )
d
D
243 2
The sample was left to stabilise under the beam for 20 minutes before data collection began, to allow 
time for the polystyrene spheres to contract slightly. Diffraction patterns were then recorded using an 
Orius SC200 CCD with an exposure time of 1 second and a binning factor of two. Two exposures per 
position were captured and averaged to reduce noise. The motorised stage was allowed a settle time of 2 
seconds after moving, so that we were able to record diffraction patterns at a rate of one every 7 seconds 
(See Supplementary Video 1). The central 512 × 512 pixels of each diffraction pattern were used in the 
reconstruction.
The reconstruction algorithm was coded in MATLAB and used GPU acceleration. Each iteration of 
the algorithm took ~5 seconds. The shallow phase gradients toward the centres of the polystyrene spheres 
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took a couple of hundred iterations to develop, but the structure of the carbon replica and the higher 
spatial frequencies at the edges of the spheres were well reconstructed within 10 iterations.
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